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Introduction
Technology isn’t just progressing quickly right now, it is leaping 
through huge evolutions. We’re seeing this more significantly in digital 
marketing and consumer journey user experience (UX) software and 
services. It seems that a new software, system or think-tank comes to 
market daily; with fresh ways to map a trend, record customer journeys, 
statistically engage or emotively upsell a booker.

So other than constantly introducing new buzzwords and marketing 
band aids to the industry - which make it all sound so easy – in fact 
what this technology has the danger of doing is making lives more 
difficult for a hotel’s Marketing Manager, Revenue Director, General 
Manager or Asset Manager. What’s essential? What’s ideal? What’s not 
needed? And what’s complete overkill? Equally how do you even begin 
to establish what’s performing and moving the needle and what’s just 
costing unnecessary expenditure and sapping profitability?

If all of this is so easy, then why is the direct channel still the lowest number 
on the report each week? The average daily rate (ADR) has typically 
only had a 5% bump in a year, and overall the OTA commission is still 
the biggest check the property writes every month, next to its staffing bill 
(and sometimes even that’s less!). 

How can properties harness all that is out there right now, and those 
things in the pipeline, to maximize:

 ■ Revenue - both ADR and total RevPar;
 ■ Occupancy;
 ■ Guest Engagement;
 ■ Returning Loyalty; 
 ■ Corporate, Wedding and Group business;
 ■ Asset value and gross yield?

Whilst minimizing: 

 ■ Operational expenditure;
 ■ Staffing requirement for non-essential tasks;
 ■ Cancellations; 
 ■ Lost revenue from non-availability.

 

H
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All of this is beyond important if you are a large hotel or chain. Let’s face 
it; a $30 bump on ADR for 2,000 rooms over 10 properties is a chunk of 
change! Add a 10% increase in occupancy, and decrease OTA fees by 
20% and now suddenly your profitability has gone through the roof - as 
has your overall asset value.

But imagine if you’re a standalone 80 room boutique property, or a 
small chain of half a dozen 40 room properties, suddenly shifting those 
markers to that level completely changes your business and your ability 
to scale and grow.

So how? It’s a super simple 
question, but one that bares 
a huge burden on the one 
asking and answering it. 
The purpose of this paper is 
in fact not to offer advice or 
guidance, but to highlight 
the questions of:

 ■ What’s out there?
 ■ What does it do and how does it do it?
 ■ What should be considered outstanding, excellent, standard, acceptable and poor levels of 

performance when analyzing reporting statistics for your online health? 
 ■ How it can assist in the short, medium and long-term?
 ■ Financially where should your tech and software be deployed to save money vs make money?  

Also:  

 ■ What statistics should I be monitoring / maintaining;
 ■ To what level;
 ■ How do I use those stats with other areas of my business;
 ■ What’s marketing white noise and what is essential;
 ■ And most importantly, what can I automate or outsource without negatively impacting my 

guest, bookings, revenue and profitability?

“a $30 bump on ADR for 2,000 
rooms over 10 properties is a 
chunk of change!“
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This article walks through each of the steps of looking at what is 
currently out there, why you’d use it and although I will name brands and 
companies, the list of providers in most areas are non-exhaustive. So, I 
will use the industry up-and-comers and those mainstay names that we 
have experience of achieving excellent results with. This is not to say that 
you will achieve the same results, or wouldn’t achieve better with another 
provider, but when linking systems and services together the devil is in 
the detail.  

For software, systems and supplier engagement, you should always 
check the facts and get the stats, and if they match what you are looking 
to achieve – engage the system, monitor the results and replace if you 
don’t get the right levels of uplift within the first six months. 
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I Am Not a Number
Let us first discuss one of the most disruptive technologies out there - 
artificial intelligence (AI) and what advantages it brings to the travel 
bookings world. 

AI is prevalent all around us. Big brands like Apple, Google, Facebook, 
Spotify, Netflix, Amazon, Uber, automotive manufacturers, airlines, 
security services, Disney, Walmart, you name it they’re using some form 
of AI in their engagement and lifecycle with you as a consumer. 

In the 1960’s TV Show ‘The Prisoner’ Patrick McGoohan (aka ‘Number 6’) 
makes the everlasting and empowering statement: ”I am not a number, 
I am a free man”. Fast-forward more than 50 years and now more than 
ever we are all numbers! But we are anonymous numbers that can be 
identified, grouped, selected and deselected for inclusion or remotely 
engaged. We are nothing more than suggestions in a line, and moreover 
we are suggestible. All these aspects of our ‘numbers’ calculated at 
lightning speed based on what a tiny processor inside the mind of the 
service or software that you are using has identified would be your 
requirement or ‘desirement’. 

You may think I’ve just invented that term, however desirement in its use in 
technology is ‘an outcome of processing a type or task that the outcome 
was desired but not necessary’. However, I’m going to re-appropriate 
the term for my own purpose, as sadly it is a relevant term. As humans, 
we have two needs to address when we travel; our ‘requirements’ and; 
our ‘desires’ or ‘desirements’ to travel. The reason I tack the ‘ment’ onto 
desire? Today’s consumer is spoilt - we are used to being spoon-fed 
information, recommendations and upsells based on (what data we 
believe we’ve given) to be the loosest of information and parameters set. 

More worryingly is half the population know that everything they are 
being served up has been preselected by some form of AI or, more 
specifically, Machine Learning software to be the most logical choice 
and ‘desirement’ that would secure that customer’s business, all based 
on the thousands of pieces on data stored about them. Scarier still - 35% 
of those people giving out their data to 3rd parties do so willing in the 
hope of receiving tailored experiences and less choice. 

“Big brands are using some form of 
AI in their engagement and lifecycle 
with you as a consumer. “
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Desirement
Our desire for an easy choice or to follow the herd means in fact we 
have now lost sight of what is a requirement within purchasing and what 
is purely a desire. Hence the term ‘desirement’, if you aren’t suggesting, 
leading, adding, upselling and cosseting your guests throughout their 
journey with you in the same fashion as:

 ■ Netflix tells you what to watch;
 ■ Spotify tells you what to listen to;
 ■ Amazon tells you what to buy (and what their friends bought); 
 ■ Google tells you what’s of interest and where everything is; 
 ■ Apple tells you the answer to your every question and calls mum for you.

…Then you make the conversion of looker to booker so much harder. 

Those suggestions are often 
formed and served up by the 
titans of tech, and are based on 
millions of variables, identified 
patterns of consumer behavior 
and purchase, trend mapping 
from the biggest tracking sources 
in the world and a giant collection 
of information being honed down 
into the most exact number – your 
number – the number that will 
make you press ‘Book Now’ on a 
hotel’s own website.

This all sounds impossible to 
surmount, we should just stop 
trying and go home, right? Wrong! 
Many systems on the market 

currently allow you to automate 
some, if not all, of the booking 
journey - from first engagement, 
right through to post stay emails. 
Add in some cool analytics into 
the closing portion of your digital 
strategy, and before you know 
it suddenly your guest journey is 
now influenced by AI. 

The difference is astounding 
- up to three years ago Avvio 
held the crown as the highest 
converting booking engine 
available globally; converting 
at 5% - 6% on average. Three 
years on, and since the launch 
of new intelligent features such 

as dynamic room substitution, 
automatic personalization and 
our AI booking platform, we’ve 
not only retained that accolade, 
but we’ve shifted the conversion 
figure to typically between 9% 
- 12%, or more for some hotels.  
AI is creating bookings and 
generating more revenue for our 
partners than ever before. And 
our next-generation of booking 
engine, Allora, is doing this by 
moving, adjusting, configuring, 
retaining, greeting, thanking, 
rebooking and engaging 
throughout the journey at a 
completely personalized level. 
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The Brain of Your Hotel
But let’s start our journey with your property management system (PMS) 
– everything stems from this complex piece of software that, ultimately, is 
the brain of the whole hotel operation. Without it a modern hotel literally 
ceases to run, it controls inventory, rates, rooms, cleaning, parking, spas, 
weddings, the list goes on. So how have these systems changed? What 
has AI done for the brain of the hotel?
 
Cloud technology has changed the landscape completely. Pretty much 
every PMS now has a cloud-based solution, including the hotel giants 
- but here in lies the difference. The new kids on the block, systems like: 
StayNTouch; Maestro; protel; Hostaway; and Guestline, don’t have the 
baggage of 30 year-old server-based PMS history to contend with. The 
cloud-based systems are agile, quick to setup, significantly lower cost 
to install and maintain, and have significantly more inbuilt integrations. 
Most contain some form of central reservation system (CRS) tools to 
manage the ongoing relationship between guest and hotel. This enables 
huge amounts of partner software to be connected in without paying 
a hefty integration charge, meaning that the hotel’s profits are much 
healthily from the get go.

MACHINE LEARNING

Machine Learning is the ability of computers to progressively 

improve performance on a specific task (“learn”) without being 

explicitly programmed by humans. This ability is called Machine Learning 

and can be achieved using neural networks or less sophisticated methods 

as rule-based systems. For example if someone is checking rates and 

availability on your website. The computer notices that the abandonment 

rate is higher when the rooms are presented in descending price order but, 

by inverting the order, the abandonment rate drops significantly. Thus the 

system learns which is the optimum method of displaying rates.
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Analytics have also hugely jumped on within these systems and when 
linked to a dynamic booking engine and a solid CRS and customer 
relationship management (CRM) system, you really are starting to 
configure a system that enables to you communicate and engage with, 
as well as motivating and monitoring a guest journey and increasing 
your guest experience alongside continuing the relationship after their 
stay.

Two of the PMS providers I’ve listed here also have fantastic upsell and 
engagement capabilities, and are really moving the needle on what is 
considered essential in your system requirements. I’d also draw attention 
to StayNTouch’s front end inbuilt system that enables remote, mobile 
self-check-in, upsell, ancillary add-on revenue generation and offers - 
all of which is a huge guest-centric benefit and shouldn’t be dismissed 
for the upsides it brings to both guest and hotel. MEWS Systems has 
also recently launched their remote self-check-in systems, these systems 
(and those like them) enable hotels to remove the human workforce 
from this part of the guest journey and one that is, some would say, now 
completely unnecessary for a human to factor in. 

MACHINE LEARNING MODEL

Machine Learning Models are the different methods that are developed to learn if 

results are improving on not. There are different types of models: binary classifications 

(“will the user book the Junior Suite?”), multiclass classifications (“which room type is 

the most interesting to this user?”), regression model (“what rate will this room sell 

for?”) and many more. A typical example of a learning model can be found in online 

advertising: if the advertising platform is instructed so the most important objective 

is revenue, the platform can then adopt where and when to display ads in order to 

generate more revenue.

“Remote check-in is great, but how 
do you issue keys, or police guests 
in and out of property?“

Remote check-in is great, but how do you issue keys, or police guests in 
and out of property? There are many systems on the market, but again 
one of my personal favorites is StayMyWay and its remote smartphone 
key system, as well as a multi-repurposable app meaning guests can 
use the one app for gaining access to multiple unconnected properties 
rooms. Although the system is useful for hoteliers, the real sell I think 
comes from the consumer side of ease of use and speed of entry for the 
booker. 
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Smart Thinking Data
StayMyWay shares common ground with another new system from fresh 
start-up HAPI that’s set to make all hoteliers tech set and platforms 
much easier to use and switch in and out. HAPI and StayMyWay share 
not a technical or engineering link, moreover a brainpower factor. The 
man behind both is none other than MTech founder and data genius 
Luis Segredo. HAPI is, by my reckoning, the more important of the two 
for independent hoteliers and guests alike. Think of the system as the 
data plumbing of the hotel boiler room. HAPI allows hoteliers to connect 
multiple systems within the property that can’t or don’t communicate or 
integrate together, and share data to work seamlessly with each other 
and the data needed to complete each systems’ tasks. 

So, for instance, PMS, 
booking engines and 
channel managers 
that have no direct 
connection are all able 
to function perfectly in-
sync together thanks 
to HAPI. At the helm, 
Luis Segredo is (the 
king of data, given 
HotSOS and its positive 
impact on the industry!) 

has certainly hit on something that will, without doubt, make all hotel 
technology integrations much easier. Now the secondary problem that 
HAPI solves is the underlying data protection issues of knowing who, 
what, where and when all your connected platforms started sharing your 
guest’s data. HAPI solves this problem by intelligently tracking the data 
and then allowing the hotelier to report, recall and remove a guest’s data 
as and when the guest requests it – essential for data requests under 
new GDPR requirements. IreckonU is a similar system launching currently 
and backed heavily by CitizenM founders - and Michael Levie is a smart 
hotelier, so this is another platform that should be taken seriously. 

“AI is creating bookings 
and generating more 
revenue for our partners 
than ever before.” 
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MULTI-VARIANCE TESTING

Mulit-variance testing are all those systems set up to offer multiple solutions 

and, over time, measure which one is best. They are largely used by OTAs 

when experimenting with different colors, button placements or messages to evaluate if a 

specific variant is more efficient than another. The best one is then adopted. Even though 

this is not considered artificial intelligence, it is the method used by all AI systems to test, 

learn and improve results (in human terms we could call this trial and error). Computers 

have the benefit of being able to run thousands of tests simultaneously and much faster 

than humans. 

Closely linked to data, let’s look at rates and revenue management. 
Duetto are actively announcing new functionality and working on 
using AI/ Machine Learning in their analytics and functionality that will 
ultimately enable users to get personalized rates based on previous 
behavior and trend mapping.  

Data intelligence provider OTA insight has a sophisticated platform 
that maps population trends and travel migration, events and global 
movements alongside accommodation trends to suggest rates and 
occupancy. There are several other revenue management software 
(RMS) providers now entering the market that have various ‘predictive’ 
abilities, these platforms should not be ignored, as ultimately, they are as 
important to your Revenue Director as clean sheets are to your Head of 
Housekeeping.

Talking about Housekeeping… There are apps for that too! ALICE is 
considered to be the leading player in the space, with investment from 
Expedia to boot. Now although this doesn’t directly engage the guest, 
what it does do is increase operational effectiveness and staffing, 
decrease turnaround time and inventory management and also enables 
increased workflow and guest mapping. 
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Putting the Guest at the 
Heart of the Hotel
Then we come to the guest-facing technology in your booking engine 
and website. It is fair to say that there are many booking engines on the 
market today, and if the PMS is the brain, then the booking engine is the 
heart and the website the soul of the operation. 

Hoteliers have to stop accepting poorly performing and converting 
websites and booking engines out of ‘ease’. 

The math is simple. Let’s use the example of 100,000 visitors and an ADR 
of $100.

 ■ Your poorly performing website is converting visitors at 10% 
instead of 30% (which would be a solid conversion rate). 

 ■ Your poorly converting booking engine is converting at 2% instead 
of 6% (6% should be the acceptable low end).

Poor Perform Metric = Website traffic of 100,000 / 10 = 10,000 from website 
into booking engine. Now poorly performing booking engine converts 
2% of 10,000 lookers into bookers for a 1-night stay of $100 = 200 guests 
and revenue of $20,000.

Solid Performance Metric = 100,000 / 30 = 30,000 from website into 
booking engine. Now solidly performing booking engine converts at 6% 
of 30,000 lookers into bookers for a 1-night stay of $100 = 1,800 guests, 
revenue of $180,000. Need I say more?

6%
of

=
30,000

1,800

1 
night stay

Revenue
of

$180,000$100
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RECOMMENDER ENGINE

Also known as Recommendation engines, 

there are the algorithms or series of algorithms 

that have been programmed to analyse the 

information received from multiple machine 

learning programs and suggest changes 

to improve performances. For example: a 

recommendation engine would test different 

scenarios based on a country, call to actions, 

etc. and then optimize the experience on the 

website and booking engine in real time. If it 

analyzes that visitors coming from Italy often 

search for information about breakfast, it 

would recommend changes accordingly.

I would urge any Revenue Director or General Manager who’s reading 
this to pull the statistics from your website to check the conversation 
rate. If you’re achieving below 15% then you really need to change to 
a dynamic website that’s A/B tested and has engagement functionality 
as a minimum. Check your booking engine conversion rates, if you’re 
returning less than 4% then swap out for a more dynamic booking engine 
that allows you to connect to guests emotions but also one that converts 
higher and starts lowering your OTA commissions check value. 

For example, if you spent $30k on a new website, increased the commission 
on your existing booking engine to 5%, installed a chatbot and an anti-
abandonment tool such as the features available from Triptease, I’d 
guess you’d still have only spent half of your first year’s additional $180k 
from the ‘solid performance metric’ and you also definitely would have 
lowered your OTA commissions in the mix as well. 
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The new Frontier of 
Guest Engagement
If we look at the AI skills inside Allora - Avvio’s AI-powered booking 
engine, this advanced software recognizes guests at the point of entry 
to the website, without the need for login. It also allows them to interact 
with their existing reservation and all the time is collating messaging 
that will engage the guest to be more involved and to spend more with 
your property. The AI also calculates time out to the guest stay and then 
dynamically changes the messaging to reflect useful information such 
as trend mapping and knowledge shared across the network which 
dictates that guest would want or need to know! 

We then come to skills of the booking engine – skills like dynamic 
substitution, for example. Imagine your booking engine playing Tetris with 
your PMS room inventory and moving bookings around to accommodate 
longer stay requests that other booking engines would decline, and in 
the worst case of no-inventory at all, suggests other hotels within your 
group that do have the ability to accommodate the guest.  

Now that’s all very well and good for your revenue, but how’s that 
helping the guest?

Well simply put, the guest wanted to stay at your hotel, but by using 
dynamic software which has AI functionality and skills built in not only 
have I accommodated them without any fuss or needing to change their 
criteria, I’ve now captured their data as well as their booking and the 
next time they return to my hotel or group they’ll be greeted by name 
and reservation. We’re also able to map who they are and where they 
are from which allows a deeper personalization on further visits, as well 
as offering up bespoke rates and packages based on previous stays and 
engagements with the guest. 

NETWORK 
INTELLIGENCE

Network Intelligence is a machine learning 

skill that uses the power of many connected 

computers to learn. Because the system 

gets alerted that a change is happening 

on one computer it can optimize the other 

computers on the system. For example, if 

a system notices that there is an increase 

in visitors on several hotel websites (within 

the network) from Japan, it can inform or 

change the other websites on the network 

so they can be optimized for Japanese 

visitors during that time. 
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What happens once a guest has booked? Well that’s where clever CRS 
systems like eInsights or Cendyn’s Guestfolio platform come into play.

Again, pumping AI powered decisions and reactions into an already 
solid CRM system shows this to be the only way to really build a true 
profile of your individual guests. This enables you to legitimately track 
them, create personalized offers, rates and inventory, and then link all 
this back to your booking funnel to actively utilize that information to 
create a completely personalized experience for every single booker.   

The profitability of ensuring that you have the best performing tech stack 
within your sales and marketing function is a no-brainer. Not only does 
it ensure that guests get the best possible engagement, increasing the 
likelihood of repeat bookings and higher total RevPar per stay (through 
having an emotive guest journey), but it’s also likely that by creating 
a smooth seamless online journey you have minimized the guest’s 
requirement to pick up a phone and engage with your call center or your 
reception team, thus lowering operating costs to boot. 

CHATBOTS

Chatbots are a method of interacting with computers through 

a chat platform. Some Chatbots use artificial intelligence 

technology (mainly NLP technology) to process the data, but 

the majority currently rely on rule-based systems. They are evolving from simple ping-pong-

style conversations towards actual conversations and several big names in the industry 

have already adopted this technology to interact with guests. The most important element 

of chatbots isn’t if they are using advanced artificial intelligence or rules based technology, 

but how to use them to improve guest experience.
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It all Starts Online
So the last thing to cover would be the ever-evolving world of digital 
marketing. Your online digital life is much more than a website, there 
are a significant number of moving parts within that and everything is 
connected. 

Google and Facebook are absolutely essential for cementing your digital 
life. And if you don’t have an Instagram account or YouTube channel 
because you’re a hotel, then you are losing out on a huge amount of 
potential booking traffic; the two platforms are responsible for millions 
of pre-booking searches – or micro-moments of discovery. Then of 
course those good ol’ herd mentality millennials book a huge amount of 
experience-based travel – and this is typically based on the brands and 
people they follow on Instagram and YouTube. 

“So if 45% of your traffic comes from 
Germany, why don’t you translate 
your website and PPC adverts into 
German?” 
Where Facebook’s Pixel is essential for tracking 
bookers moving from Facebook and back to your 
website to analyze return on investment (ROI) of 
your spend, Google have moved mountains in the 
analytics they provide, and I’m always baffled by the 
lack of use that marketers put into these amazing 
insights! 

Recently I met with a hotelier (who shall remain 
nameless!) who, when having analyzed his 
geographic traffic on his website I asked the question 
“So if 45% of your traffic comes from Germany, why 
don’t you translate your website and PPC adverts 
into German?” His response was “I never thought to 
check, but can it make that much difference?” 

Simply put, geo-targeting your website content 
and digital marketing so as to appeal most to the 
demographic that are looking for businesses like 
yours is just good sense. 

If you have a clear, identifiable and targetable 
audience highlighted by your analytics then the 
beauty of pay-per-click (PPC), social media and 
digital marketing full stop is that it has the ability 
to react to immediate and noticeable changes, and 
ensure that you can maximize the trend revenue on 
hand.  

PPC is a science, a skill and an art form. In order 
to achieve the best results, you must first have a 
benchmark to understand what is a good result, 
a bad, average and excellent result. Your ROI 
should be a figure that has actions and reactions 
attached to it to ensure constant and ongoing 
improvement and increases. Avvio’s in-house digital 
agency achieves outstanding results with PPC and 
Metasearch; as do several other specialist agencies 
in the industry.  
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Any digital agency will tell you that ultimately you should be using a cost 
per acquisition (CPA) percentage as your analytics gauge for your PPC 
campaigns and the return on Metasearch. 

Metrics that I consider important when analyzing return of investment on 
your digital marketing spend would be:

PPC

 ■ An excellent result – 7% CPA 
 ■ A good result – 9% CPA 
 ■ A bad result would be - 12% - at this point, when you add in the rest 

of your online expenses and BE commissions, you are pretty much 
at the same level as OTA commissions.

META 

 ■ An excellent result – 37% - 57% 
 ■ A good result – 30% ROI 
 ■ A bad result – under 25% 

 
So, what does the future hold for digital marketing in North America? For 
this I believe we don’t need to look too far into the future, but more into 
the present. The Chinese market has already created the most emotive, 
connected and engaging online life for its internet users. Look at WeChat, 
the Chinese alternative to WhatsApp. WeChat has completely changed 
the Chinese way of life, the internet in China is nothing more than an 
Intranet now thanks to WeChat. 

This video from the New York Times shows what an amazing digital 
landscape WeChat has created within China, and unsurprisingly it’s 
full of AI and suggestibility marketing. If you want to see how AI can 
influence travel, hotels, guests, booking of ancillaries and increase your 
flow, then this is a great overview of what the future holds. We’re starting 
to see WeChat being used more to support inbound tourism from China 
to North America and Europe, as well as increased distribution via the 
ever-growing Ctrip OTA platform. This is an example of knowing your 
audiences – who books and stays with you, where do they come from, 
and what do they want from their online experience with you.

In a world controlled, factored and functioning all around us with AI, 
consumers travel choices, room stays, rates and ancillary upsells like 
spas, dining, experiences and rewarding loyalty are things that should be 
our key and prime focus. Any technology that enables, creates, controls 
or eases the creation of a personalized, emotive and engaging guest 
journey should be embraced and employed as quickly as budget allows. 

NATURAL LANGUAGE 
PROCESSING (NLP)

Natural Language Processing is the area of 

computer science and artificial intelligence that 

studies the interactions between computers 

and human languages. One major difficulty in 

NLP is the ambiguity of human language, where 

the same term can have different meanings 

depending on the context. If being able to 

understand the meanings of words (when in 

context) is a relatively simple task for humans, 

computers process language in a whole 

different way, creating misunderstandings and 

confusion. NLP algorithms are designed to put 

the words in context in order to activate the 

correct action for the computer.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?reload=9&v=ec77S25kuVs
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Testimonials
I leave you with these final case studies to highlight just how impactful 
deploying the best-in-class technology solution can be both a great 
guest experience and a hotel’s bottom line.

“We chose Avvio as a partner for a number of reasons. 
It was important to us that they place a high priority 
on customer relationships as that reflects our working 
culture here at Coco Palm… Before we relied on direct 
links from Expedia which meant a referral cost of 22%. 
Now we’re generating $200k through the Avvio platform, 
with a fractional acquisition cost to us and we’re also 
seeing an increase in overall business.”

Mark Ferguson, Managing Director
Coco Palm Resort, St. Lucia

“The results speak for themselves – we’re flying in 
comparison to performance with our previous booking 
engine. We’ve been working with Avvio to create 
a new bespoke website for Fort Garry, new digital 
marketing campaigns and implementing their booking 
engine technology – the whole process has been so 
straightforward.”

Jane Snow, Director of Rooms
The Fort Garry, Winnipeg, Canada

“We wanted to ensure our new booking engine would 
uphold a luxurious experience while maximizing 
revenue and creating an enjoyable booking path for the 
consumer. We entrusted Avvio to do this after extensive 
demos, and reviewing the results of comparable hotels 
already using Avvio. We have already seen a significant 
uplift in direct online revenue, and with the partnership 
we have created with our Avvio E-Commerce Manager, 
we are excited to continue to watch this channel grow.”

Rachel Hofer, Director of Revenue Management
Faena Hotel, Miami, Florida
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Useful Links
StayNTouch       www.stayntouch.com
MEWS Systems   www.mewssystems.com
StayMyWay        www.staymyway.com
HAPI                  www.hapicloud.io
OTA insight         www.otainsight.com
ALICE                 www.aliceplatform.com
Triptease            www.triptease.com
Allora                 www.allora.ai
eInsights             www.einsights.com
Cendyn              www.cendyn.com
WeChat              www.wechat.com
Avvio                  www.avvio.com

 

November 11-12,  2018. New York City 

HX is the must-attend Marketplace 
and Conference for the hospitality 
industry.

Virtually every trend and innovation in hospitality is here 
— from front-of-the-house, guest facing amenities and 
technologies to back-of-the-house nuts and bolts. 

HX: The Marketplace & Conference caters to hotel owners, 
GMs, and hospitality property executives from casinos and 
resorts, independent and branded hotels, management and 
purchasing companies, military base lodging, and more. 
HX is presented and managed by Hospitality Media Group 
(HMG).

7,200+
ATTENDEES

2,800
COMPANIES

50+
COUNTRIES

http://www.stayntouch.com
http://www.mewssystems.com
http://www.staymyway.com
http://www.hapicloud.io
http://www.otainsight.com 
http://www.aliceplatform.com
http://www.triptease.com 
http://www.allora.ai
http://www.einsights.com
http://www.cendyn.com 
http://www.wechat.com
http://www.avvio.com
https://www.thehotelexperience.com/
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Avvio is the world’s leading direct booking 
platform for hotels and accommodation 

providers. 

Our award-winning technology drives traffic to your website and 
enables outstanding growth in direct bookings. We’re so confident in 
our technology that we guarantee to grow your direct bookings by at 

least 25%.
 

Our team is based in Miami and Las Vegas, with clients based 
everywhere from the Caribbean to Canada, we’re well appointed to 

grow direct bookings for your hotel or serviced apartments.
 

If you’re looking to grow your direct bookings, upgrade your website 
or extend your online reach please get in touch.

 

www.avvio.com/us

Las Vegas:

Email: ussupport@avvio.com
Tel: +1 (702) 582 3696

The Gramercy 
9205 West Russell Road 

Building 3, Suite 240 
Las Vegas, 

Nevada NV 89148

Miami 

Email: rich@avvio.com
Tel: +1 (702) 569 8588

2901, 230th 
4th Street Miami 

Florida 
FL 33132 

Download the ‘AI for Hotels’ infographic here.

http://bit.ly/2OZSfZ3
http://bit.ly/2P3ju53

